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As monofacial, single junction solar cells approach their fundamen-
tal limits, there has been significant interest in tandem solar cells in
the presence of concentrated sunlight or tandem bifacial solar cells
with back-reflected albedo. The bandgap sequence and thermody-
namic efficiency limits of these complex cell configurations gener-
ally require sophisticated numerical calculation. The analysis of spe-
cialized cases are scattered throughout the literature. In this paper,
we show that a powerful graphical approach called the normalized
" Shockley-Queisser Triangle", (i.e. imp = 1 − vmp), is sufficient
to calculate the bandgap sequence and efficiency limits of arbitrary
complex PV topologies. The results are validated against a wide
variety of specialized cases reported in the literature and are accu-
rate within a few percent. We anticipate that wide-spread use of the
SQ-triangle will illuminate the deeper physical principles and design
trade-offs involved in the design of tandem solar cells under arbitrary
concentration and series resistance.
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The efficiency of single junction monofacial solar cells have1

been rising steadily over the years [3] and in some cases,2

they are beginning to approach the fundamental limits for3

single-junction solar cells predicted by Shockley-Queisser (SQ).4

[4] [5]. In addition, the knowledge gained from volume man-5

ufacturing has dramatically reduced the manufacturing and6

installation costs. Further reduction in LCOE will require7

continued improvement in the lifetime and efficiency of the8

solar cells. Therefore, it is not surprising that there has been a9

significant effort in improving the reliability of the modules, as10

well as using new cell technologies such as multijunction and11

bifacial solar cells [7] [9]. The intrinsic bifaciality in silicon12

heterojunction cell, the availability of large bandgap perovskite13

and organic solar cells, and lower-bandgap quantum-dot cells14

have encouraged experimentation involving these new cell15

structures and module and farm topology.16

As is well known, the original SQ paper [4] offered a pow-17

erful incentive for efficiency improvement of single junction18

solar cells by highlighting the opportunity of efficiency gain19

towards its thermodynamic limit. Similar work by C. Henry20

[6] and others have helped define the thermodynamic limits for21

multijunction tandem cells. Recent work on thermodynamic22

limits of 2-junction (2-J) tandem cell (silicon, perovskite) [7],23

N-Junction bifacial solar cells, 3-J, 4-J and 5-J concentrator24

PV including the effect of series resistance have been discussed.25

Other topics involving optimization for food, water, and energy26

(FEW) and the hydrolysis of water by multi-junction tandem27

PV have also been analyzed. A literature review shows that 28

relative performance gain of new PV concepts are nontrivial 29

and require complicated numerical analysis. Such an analysis 30

cannot transparently establish the functional relationship be- 31

tween the design parameters and ultimate photo-conversion 32

efficiency. 33

In this paper, we will develop a intuitive but powerful 34

graphical approach called Shockley-Queisser Triangle (S-Q 35

Triangle). The approach will unify through simple scaling 36

relationships the thermodynamic efficiency results of various 37

types of solar cells scattered in the literature. It will also 38

predict the efficiency limits of emerging solar cell concepts 39

(e.g. bifical tandem solar cells) for which the thermodynamic 40

results are unknown. More importantly, it will explain the 41

intrinsic trends of nonlinear efficiency gain with cell number, 42

how a two-junction bifacial tandem cell outperforms a four 43

junction monofacial tandem cell, the effect of series resistance 44

on the choice of cell configuration, and so on. 45

1. The Shockley-Queisser Triangle 46

The scaling analysis presented in this paper relies on two key 47

observations related to the voltage and the current needed 48

to produce the maximum output power of a solar cell, i.e., 49

maximum power-point voltage (Vmp) and maximum power- 50

point current (Imp). At the radiative limit, Vmp of a solar cell 51

with bandgap Eg is given by the exact relationship involving 52
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the Carnot factor ηC and the angle entropy factor ∆:53

Vmp =
(

1− TD

TS

)
Eg −

kBTD

q
ln
(1
c

ΩD

ΩS

)
[1]54

Here, TD and TS are the temperatures of the solar cell and the55

sun, respectively. The Carnot factorηC ≡ (1 − TD/TS) =56

1 − 300/6000 = 0.95 and the angle entropy factor, ∆ ≡57

(kBTD/q) ln(ΩD/cΩS), depends on the size of the solar disk58

(ΩS) as viewed from earth and the angular radiation from the59

solar cell, i.e. ΩD = 2π or 4π depending on the back reflector.60

Thus, ∆ ' 0.31 at one-sun concentration (i.e., c = 1).61

Similarly, the maximum power-point current under AM1.5G62

illumination (Imp) is given by [9]63

Imp ' cIsun(1− β′Eg) [2]64

The current is proportional to the solar concentration, c, and65

Isun is the projected current at Eg → 0, and β′ ∼ 4.7kBTS is66

the loss-coefficient of photo-current with increasing bandgap.67

The linear approximation holds for 0.5eV < Eg < 2eV. The68

nonlinearity of Imp under arbitrary blackbody illumination is69

easily analyzed by a simple one-to-one mapping between Eg70

and its linear approximation [9].71

Inserting (1) into (2), and defining imp = Imp/I0 and72

vmp = Vmp/V0, we obtain the equation for the SQ triangle,73

namely,74

imp = 1− vmpeq : 3 [3]75

Here, I0 ≡ cIsun(1 − β∆) and V0 ≡ (1 − β∆)/β, with β =76

β′/ηC .77
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Fig. 1. (a) The I-V characteristic of a solar cell with a known bandgap Eg . The
maximum power-point (Vmp(Eg), Imp(Eg)) is identified. (b,c) Each point on the
SQ-line represents a unique material with bandgap Eg . The axes correspond to the
normalized vmp and imp. The S-Q triangles for (b) single-junction (N = 1) and (c)
triple-junction (N = 3) solar cells.

In Fig. 1, Eq. ?? defines the S-Q triangle. Each point on
the diagonal represents a material with bandgap Eg . The
analytical power of the triangle is obvious: the optimum
bandgaps and the thermodynamic efficiency of an N -junction

solar cell are obtained by tiling the triangle by rectangular
boxes that maximize the triangle coverage. It follows that

V {i}mp = iV0

N + 1 , [4a]

I{i}mp = I0

N + 1 . [4b]

Once, Vmp is known, Eq. 1 identifies the material of interest 78

with specific bandgap, Eg,i = (Vmp,i + ∆)/ηC . Summing over 79

the boxes within the SQ triangle, we find the efficiency of 80

N -junction tandem cell with concentrated sunlight c is given 81

by 82

ηN (c) = I0V0

Pin
× N

2(N + 1)c [5] 83

where Pin (kW/m2) is the power input under AM1.5G illumi- 84

nation. Below, we will establish that the elegantly simple pair 85

of equations (4) and (5) are accurate within a few percent to 86

the most sophisticated numerical analysis published to date. 87

2. Model validation by results scattered in the literature 88

A. Efficiency of Single Junction PV with c = 1.. The essential 89

correctness of (4) and (5) can be established by calculating the 90

optimum efficiency of a SJ cell under AM1.5G illumination. 91

With c = 1, N = 1, and Isun = 83.75 mA/cm2, we find 92

I0 = 71.916 mA/cm2 and V0 = 1.904 V. Therefore, η1 = 93

34.2% occurs at Vmp = 1.92/2 = 0.96 eV or Eg = 1.34 eV. 94

The result is physically justified because Eg ∼ 2.7kBT is 95

the average photon energy of the solar spectrum. Also, the 96

results compares very well with the most accurate numerical 97

results published in the literature, i.e. η1 = 33.7% occurs at 98

Eg = 1.34 eV [3]. The S-Q triangle also explains the flatness 99

of the efficiency between 1.1eV < Eg < 1.6eV . After all, 100

the normalized output power obtained from p = vmpimp = 101

vmp(1− vmp) is relatively insensitive to Vmp (or equivalently 102

Eg) for wide variety of the bandgaps close to 1.34 eV. 103

B. Efficiency of Concentrated Solar Cells with c = 300. Since 104

a SJ solar cell operates far below the Carnot limit (∼95%) 105

and only converts one-third (33-34%) of the incident energy 106

into useful power output, many solar cell innovations since the 107

1960s have focused on improving the efficiency of a photovoltaic 108

converter. One of these approaches involved using a parabolic 109

mirror to concentrate sunlight onto a solar cell. 110

The calculation of efficiency limits of concentrator solar 111

cells is difficult; the numerical results are available only for spe- 112

cific concentrations. Fortunately, the efficiency and bandgaps 113

predicted by (4) and (5) hold for any arbitrary concentration, 114

therefore the model can be validated by comparing with spe- 115

cific numerical results from the literature [13]. For example, 116

for c = 300, ∆ ≡ (kBTD/q) ln(ΩD/cΩS) = 0.16. There- 117

fore, V0 = 2.06 V, and I0/c = 77.8 mA/cm−2. The corre- 118

sponding efficiency η1(c = 300) = 40.2% compares well with 119

η = 41.1 reported in the literature. Also, the increase of Vmp 120

to 2.06/2 = 1.03 eV and the reduction of the bandgap to 121

Eg = 1.25 eV to maximize efficiency are consistent with the 122

values predicted by the thermodynamic calculator [8]. 123

C. Thermodynamic EfficiencyN -junction Tandem Cell. A sec- 124

ond approach to improve the conversion efficiency of solar cells 125

involves choosing a series of absorbers with different bandgaps 126

2 | Lead author last name et al.
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so that they all produce equal amount of current. The ab-127

sorbers are then connected optically and electrically in series to128

improve photoconversion efficiency. Traditional optimization129

involve an iterative search to find the bandgap-combination130

to maximum efficiency.131

In contrast, Eq. 5 predicts that132

ηN (c) = η1(c)× 2N
[(N + 1)] [6]133

Fig. 2 compares the Eq. 6 with the most sophisticated numeri-134

cal result available in the literature [6]. Table I in SI-document135

confirms that the maximum error between Eq. 6 and numeri-136

cal predictions are within a few percent. Interestingly, Eq. 6137

identifies the efficiency-gain scaling-factor for tandem cells (i.e.138

2N/(N + 1)) that had been hidden in plain sight in all the139

numerical results. The scale-factor anticipates a well-known140

results that ηN→∞ = 2η1. Graphically, the triangle in Fig.141

1(c) is fully tiled with boxes for N →∞. The triangle has the142

double the area single square in Fig. 1(b). Finally, although143

the scale-factor is specifically derived for AM1.5G, it cap-144

tures the essential scaling trends in other spectrum (including145

Black-body radiation) as well, see SI.146

Henry et al.
Brown et al.

S-Q Triangle

Fig. 2. The simple N-dependence predicted by (5) is validated by monofacial and
bifacial tandem data taken from Ref. [9].

In addition, for N = 3 the maximum power point voltages147

given by Eq. 4 are: 0.48V, 0.96V, and 1.44V. The correspond-148

ing bandgaps are given by (1): 0.83 eV, 1.33 eV, and 1.84 eV.149

The results are within 0.1-0.2 eV of the results reported in150

the literature [13]. The deviation reflects the nonlinearity of151

Imp vs. Eg curve and the slight variation in the spectrum.152

The power of the SQ approach is now obvious: Eq. 6 antici-153

pates the nonlinear dependence of ηN vs. N and predicts the154

bandgaps for any arbitrary N-junction tandem cell.155

D. Thermodynamic Efficiencies of four and five junction con-156

centrator tandem cells with c = 300. The conversion efficiency157

is further improved in a tandem cell is placed under concen-158

trated sunlight. Once again, the numerical optimization is159

so difficult that they have been reported for only a few spe-160

cialized cases. The optimum bandgaps to maximize efficiency161

is obtained by an time-consuming iterative search over the162

bandgap space. Since (4) and (5) apply to any N -junction163

tandem cell under arbitrary illumination, we can confirm its164

validity by comparing to a few specific results for 4-junction165

and 5-junction [13] cells. Table II and Fig. 3 show that both166

the bandgap sequence and the thermodynamic efficiencies167

compare well with the values reported in the literature.168

E. The Effect of Series Resistance on Concentrated Solar169

Cell . The early design of concentrator solar cells highlighted170

Table 1. Effect of concentration on optimized bandgaps.

N = 4, c = 300
1 2 3 4 Imp η

Vmp 0.41 0.82 1.23 1.65 16.3 63.5
Eg 0.60 1.04 1.47 1.90 63.5
Eg [13] 0.52 0.97 1.38 1.89 63.7

N = 5, c = 300
1 2 3 4 5 Imp η

Vmp 0.34 0.69 1.03 1.37 1.71 12.9 66.2
Eg 0.53 0.89 1.25 1.61 1.98 66.2
Eg [13] 0.52 0.92 1.21 1.57 2.03 66.2

(a) (b)

𝑉𝑚𝑝 S-Q Triangle

𝐸𝑔 S-Q Triangle

Gray et al.

𝑉𝑚𝑝 S-Q Triangle

𝐸𝑔 S-Q Triangle

Gray et al.

Fig. 3. The analytical results predicted by Eqs. 4-6 compared to the numerical results
published in the literature. (a) Four junction tandem cell. (b) Five junction tandem cell.

the need to account for the voltage drop in the series resistance 171

with in response to extremely large current in these systems. 172

Once again, the problem is solved iteratively and maximum 173

efficiency associated with a specific series resistance is not 174

known. 175

The discussion in previous sections suggests that η(c) in- 176

creases monotonically with c, the solar concentration, see (5). 177

In practice, the series resistance, Rs, reduces the efficiency 178

beyond a critical concentration, ccrit. Here, Eq. 1 can be 179

rewritten as Vmp = Vmp(Rs = 0)− αImpRs to account for Rs. 180

Once again, the S-Q triangle is constructed by inserting the ex- 181

pression for Vmp into (2), so that (3) can now be rewritten with 182

the following parameters: I0 ≡ cIsun(1−β∆)/(1+cIsunβαRs) 183

and V0 ≡ (1 − β∆)/β. The triangle is renormalized, but all 184

the equations remain the unchanged. 185

With the renomalized axes, Eq. 5 anticipates the efficiency 186

of a concentrator solar cell as a function of Rs and c, shown 187

as a contour plot in Fig. 4(a). The concentration-dependent 188

efficiencies have been reported for Rs = 0.01 Ω cm−2 and Rs = 189

0.05 Ω cm−2. These values correspond to the two horizontal 190

lines in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) shows that the analytical results 191

from Eq. 5 (open symbol) match very well the numerical 192

results (filled symbols) reported in the literature. 193

Interestingly, Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) anticipate a reduction in 194

η beyond ccrit. By maximizing Eq. 5, we find 195

C−1
crit

IsunRsα
= β

[
(1− β∆)2

2βvT
− 1
]
∼ 0.85

2vT
[7] 196

For N = 3, α = 1.4×10−4 is a fitting parameter. For, Rs = 197

0.01Ωcm−2, ccrit = 528.1; for Rs = 0.05Ωcm−2,Ccrit = 110. 2. 198

In other words, Ccrit ∝ R−1
s . The corresponding efficiencies 199

by (5) are 58.32 and 56.1%, respectively. 200

Lead author last name et al. PNAS | April 22, 2019 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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Rs=0.01 Ωcm2

Rs=0.05 Ωcm2

Zeitouny et al.:

S-Q Tri.:

Rs=0.01, 0.05, 

0.2, 1 Ω cm2

S-Q Tri.: Eq [7]

S-Q Tri.: 𝑐 at 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥

(a) (b)

(c)

Concentration, 𝑐

Concentration, 𝑐 Series resistance, 𝑅𝑆 (Ω cm
2)

Fig. 4. The predictions from Eq. 7 is compared with the numerical results from
[14] for a triple junction solar cell. (a) The efficiency contour plots as a function of
series-resistance and solar concentration. (b) The turn-around of efficiency a function
of solar concentration is accurately anticipated by Eq. 7.

3. Bifacial Tandem Solar cells: An Emerging Solar Cell201

Technology202

Although the bifacial solar cell concept originated in the 1980s,203

recent technological innovations have made it competitive204

compared to monofacials. The bifacial panels are expected to205

capture 30% of the market share by 2030 [REF: ITRPV, 2018].206

Despite its significant implications, the general thermodynamic207

limit of bifacial solar cell is not known [9]. In this section, we208

show that the S-Q triangle not only captures the scaling trends,209

but also explains intuitively an unexpected discontinuous jump210

in efficiency when the cell number exceeds a critical value,211

Ncrit.212

Fig. 5 shows the generalization needed to calculate the213

efficiency of a bifacial tandem cell. The extended triangle214

accommodates the cells illuminated both from the top and215
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Fig. 5. The analytical results predicted by Eqs. 4-6 compared to the numerical results
published in the literature. (a) Four junction tandem cell. (b) Five junction tandem cell.
solar cells can be optimized with an extended SQ triangle, where the bottom cell uses
the albedo light.(top) For N < Ncrit; (bottom ) forN > Ncrit.

the bottom. An interesting aspect of bifacial cells is that 216

depending on the albedo, the cell with the smallest bandgap 217

E0 may have to be placed in the middle of the stack, i.e. there 218

are U cells above and D cell below the E0 − cell, so that 219

N = U +D + 1. 220

The sum of the boxes gives the power output:SN (U,D,R)

sN =
U∑

i=1

x (1− ix) +
D∑

j=1

x
(

1− jx

R

)
+ x(1− Ux− γx)

= Nx− x2Aeq : 8 [8]

Here, 221

γ ≡ (1 +D − Ux)/(1 +R) [9] 222

and 223

A ≡ U(U + 1)
2 + D(D + 1)

2R + N

1 +R
[10] 224

The power is maximized for the current 225

Imp

I0
≡ x0 = N

2A [11] 226

ηN

η1
= sN

s1
= 2N x0 [12] 227

Also, dsN/dU = 0, for a fixed N and R defines the number of 228

cells in the upper stack, U : 229

U = 2N −R− 1
eq : 13[13] 230

Equations 9-?? (9)-(13) define the maximum power from a 231

stack of N cell illuminated by albedo R, see Table 4 in SI 232

document. Describe figure. . . 233

In addition, (8) reduces to limiting expressions: η1(U = 234

0, D = 0, R) = (1+R)η1(R) and ηN (U,D = 0, R = 0)/η1(R = 235

0) = 2N/(N + 1) , see (6). The gain gradually diminishes at 236

higher N as larger bandgap boxes tile the original triangle, 237

consistent with Fig. 2. The triangles anticipate that the 238

bottom cell can have the smallest bandgap (i.e. E2 ≥ E1) 239

provided N ≤ Ncrit ≡ 1 + R−1 [9]. This sudden change 240

in the optimum tandem topology (and the corresponding 241

discontinuous jump in the efficiency) has no equivalence in 242

traditional solar cells. 243

Inserting (8) into 7(b), we find that for N > Ncrit and 244

D > 0, R 6= 0): 245

ηN

η1
= 8R(1 +R)N2

2R(2N2 + 4N − 1)−R2 − 1 , [14] 246

and for N < Ncrit, D = 0, the corresponding equation is 247

ηN

η1
= 2(1 +R)N

2 + (N − 1)(1 +R) . [15] 248

The expression reduces to the limiting case of traditional 249

tandem cell for R = 0. Eqs. 14 and 19 compare well with the 250

numerical results published previously. [9] 251
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(a) (b)

Number of subcells, N Number of subcells, N

A
lb

e
d
o

, 
R

Fig. 6. (a) Efficiency gain of a bifacial-tandem solar cell depends on the number of
cells in the stack (N) and the albedo parameter (R). (b) A replot of (a) to show how
the efficiency increases with N and R.

4. Discussion: Thermodynamic Limits of Non-ideal So-252

lar Cells253

In Sections 2 and 3, we used the S-Q triangle method to254

calculate the thermodynamic (radiative) limit of ideal single-255

junction, tandem, bifacial, and concentrator solar cells. The256

results establish S-Q triangle as a powerful tool to calculate257

the fundamental efficiency limits of a wide variety of cell258

technologies.259

In practice, it is sometimes helpful to modify the S-Q anal-260

ysis to calculate the corresponding “practical” thermodynamic261

limit that accounts for material-specific losses (e.g incomplete262

absorption in materials with finite thickness, non-radiative263

losses, self-heating, etc.) In this section, we show that the264

S-Q triangle can predict the performance of these cells as well.265

Indeed, the results in the literature are special cases of our266

general results.267

A. Imperfect EQE and ERE in a tandem solar cell . A solar268

cell cannot convert all the incident above-bandgap photons269

to useful photo-current. For a single junction device, we can270

write:271

Imp(L) = ηQ Imp [16]272

where ηQ is the average external quantum efficiency (EQE)273

which accounts for the combined effects of imperfect absorp-274

tion in finite-thickness cell and the loss due to the failure of275

photogenerated carriers to reach the contact due to electron-276

hole recombination. In addition, all solar cells suffer from277

non-radiative recombination. This reduces the steady-state278

carrier concentration and photon density inside the device.279

The lower photon density translates to a lowered external280

radiative efficiency (ERE). Therefore, Vmp is simultaneously281

affected by imperfect EQE and ERE, namely [16],282

Vmp(L) = Vmp −
kBT

q
ln 1
ηR
− kBT

q
ln 1
ηQ

[17]283

For high efficiency solar cells, ηQ ∼1, therefore we need not284

consider for EQE explicitly in calculating the practical thermo-285

dynamic limit of a solar cell. We also know that ηR < 1% for286

indirect bandgap semiconductors or ηR ∼ 10− 20% for direct287

bandgap semiconductors. The following analysis accounts for288

the imperfect ERE.289

Imperfect ERE due to non-radiative recombination reduces290

the operating voltage by291

∆VR = kBT

q
ln 1
ηR

[18]292

For example, ∆VR ≈ 130 mV for Si cells , and ∆VR ≈ 40 mV 293

for high efficiency GaAs cells [17]. Since each material has a 294

different ∆VR,therefore vmp of the i-th subcell of a tandem 295

cell will be reduced by ∆i = ∆VR/V0. We can now rewrite 296

the normalized output of the bifacial tandem cell including 297

the effect of non-radiative recombination as follows: 298

sN(L) = sN − x
U∑

i=−D

∆i − x∆0 [19] 299

where, sN is the output when ηR is 100% in all subcells. 300

Maximizing sN(L) with respect to x defines the optimum 301

bifacial tandem configuration. 302

For example, consider a conventional tandem solar cell 303

where ∆ is the ERE-loss of the subcells. By setting 304

dsN(L)/dx = 0, we find: 305

Imp

I0
= x0 = 1−∆

(N + 1) [20] 306

and max{sN(L)} = sN(L)(x = x0). 307

For ηR = 1, ∆ = 0. Inserting the limit in Eq. 19, 308

max{sN(L)} = N

2(N + 1) , [21] 309

we recover the ideal limit Eq. 5, as expected. 310

B. Effect of temperature: cell to panel. The efficiency of the 311

fielded solar cells reduce significantly due to self-heating, 312

and yet the classical S-Q analysis of a solar cell presumes 313

TD = 300K regardless the concentration of the incident light 314

or cooling strategy. In practice, a single-junction solar cell 315

illuminated by AM1.5G illumination and cooled by ambient 316

convection must necessarily operate at least 15 ◦K over the 317

ambient temperatures. This reflects cell self-heating associ- 318

ated with thermalization of above bandgap photons. Parasitic 319

sub-bandgap absorption as well as imperfect ERE increase 320

self-heating further. The (heat) flux balance between power 321

absorbed and power extracted is given by 322

P0(1−RP V ) = ηNP0 + h(TD − TA) [22] 323

Here, RP V is the reflection-loss, ηN is the efficiency of electrical 324

conversion, and, h is coefficient of convective heat transfer pro- 325

portional to the temperature difference between the ambient 326

(TA) and the device (TD). 327

Self-heating reduces the efficiency of a solar cell below the 328

(STC) as follows: 329

ηN (T ) = ηN (STC)× [1 + βT (TD − TA)] [23] 330

where, βT is a temperature coefficient. (e.g. βT = −0.41%/K 331

for Si PV). 332

C. Non-optimum Eg in tandem PV. In all the previous discus- 333

sions, we have assumed that the subcell bandgaps have been 334

chosen to maintain current matching among the cells. In 335

practice, one may not be able to integrate optimum bandgap 336

materials into a single stack. What would be the output power 337

if the subcell currents are mismatched? 338

In general, for an N -junction conventional tandem, the 339

current is limited by the subcell with the lowest current con- 340

tribution (i.e., the one which has the lowest absorption): 341

sN = [
N∑

i=1

vi]×min{xi} [24] 342
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where, the normalized voltage of the i-th subcell is vi. Once
one has chosen a sequence of bandgaps the set of {vi} is defined.
We can then find the corresponding current imp (from Eq. 5)
and xi:

xi = xi+1 + vi+1 − viand,
xN = 1− vN

5. Conclusions343

The S-Q triangle offers an efficient and powerful technique344

to derive the thermodynamic efficiency limits of variety of345

classical (e.g. single junction, tandem, and concentrators cells)346

and emerging (e.g. bifacial tandem cells) technologies. The347

sequence of optimum bandgaps, the thermodynamic limits of348

currents and voltages are easily derived and can serve as an in-349

tuitive check of the experimental data. The approach provides,350

as a function of subcell number, a scaling justification for the351

improvement in the tandem cell efficiency and abrupt increase352

in bifacial tandem cell efficiency. Moreover, the approach is353

easily modified to approximately account for the non-ideal354

effects related to finite absorption, radiative and non-radiative355

recombination.356
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